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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0±5 stars for each of four

qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

No abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven stars

overall

Further out Ð Visions of the future. Why everyone hates marketing
D. Weinberger

JOURNALISTIC. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 291

(5pp)

Maintains that one can no more manage one's brand than manage one's

epitaph; marketing is not in control Ð markets are. Says that traditional

marketing has been about delivering messages (as traditional business has

been about delivering products). But no one wishes to listen to messages:

markets are about conversations conducted in human terms, not in

brochure-speak or PR-speak, or CorpSpeak. Maintains that the Web is the

new medium of conversation in which word of mouth goes global. Admits

that this revolution is at an early stage, but claims that it will quite quickly

become universal for consumer conversations about a company or product

to drown out the uptight pomposities and half-truths of marketing with

laughter, mockery and sarcasm. Points out that as well as external customer

conversations, the Web supports internal employee conversations, and

predicts an increasing merger between the two. Insists that marketers

cannot manage these conversations without destroying them: learn not to

manage; let it go; since you cannot beat them, join them.

A joyful celebration of the coming consumer revolution. As a consumer I

hope he is right; as a marketer you had better be looking for a new career

if he is.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: *****
Ref: 2301

Customer/brand loyalty in an interactive marketplace
D. E. Schultz and S. Bailey

THEORETICAL. Journal of Advertising Research (UK), Vol. 40, No. 3,

p. 41 (12pp)

Gives overview of brand loyalty as a concept derived originally from the

late 1940s, and based now on consumer packaged goods marketing from

the 1960s onwards. Produces diagrams of, successively, a product-driven

marketplace, characterised by dominant-in-category suppliers; a

Branding, marketing,
consumers
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distribution-driven marketplace, characterised by product ubiquity; and

Ð now arriving Ð a consumer-driven marketplace in which marketer and

customer (and now no longer the channel) share responsibility for loyalty.

Maintains that this new type of interactive marketplace is about social

interaction, in which both parties make inputs and obtain outputs. Quotes

Aristotle and J. Stacey Adams on distributive justice (an equal sharing of

inputs and rewards). Holds that loyalty can only arise from a perception

of an equal relationship, and discusses the possible effects of perceived

inequality of relationship. Suggests that brand loyalty is not merely a

marketing asset, but a shared outcome of a dynamic exchange. Discusses

activity-based costing and the metrics of brand loyalty.

For anyone interested in the theory (as well as the practice) of customer

and brand loyalty, this is a signi®cant article, clearly argued and

elegantly written, which provides an intellectual underpinning to some of

the new concepts that marketers are having to learn.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: *** Readability: ****
Ref: 2302

Owning the customer franchise: The key to success
R. Macdermott

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 60

(7pp)

Suggests that customers `franchise' businesses to provide them with

services; power in the negotiation process involved in franchising has

passed to the customer, due to the availability of competitive information.

Reports studies showing that customer satisfaction is not an automatic

passport to customer loyalty. Quotes Jones and Sasser in classifying

customers into `apostles', `mercenaries', `hostages' and `terrorists'. Says

that most companies suffer problem of customers' reluctance to complain:

quotes examples of British Airways and MBNA. Suggests ®rms should

aim at mass customisation and `virtual intimacy' with customers via

technology and data. Discusses potential-based marketing Ð identifying

and targeting the most pro®table customers Ð and risk analysis.

Emphasises that a customer franchise is not static: both customers and

markets change over time.

An unoriginal but quite readable re-run of a number of current themes,

decorated with some interesting examples and an unintelligible diagram.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: Ð Readability: ***
Ref: 2303

CRM Ð Fact or ®ction?
L. James

SURVEY. International Journal of Customer Relations Management (UK),

Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 73 (4pp)

Records a survey of 2,400 workers in CRM undertaken to rank companies

Loyalty, relationship
marketing

CRM
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according to their effective use of CRM techniques. Respondents assessed

companies for their memory of customers, their use of personalised and

appropriate offers, their mode of collecting data, and their ability to meet

expectations, transfer customers smoothly between departments and

communication media, and to create rapport. States that the results were

fed to `a complex analysis engine and scored against a rating system to

produce a qualitative result'. Gives a ranking of the top ten in this survey

(which is now updated monthly), running from Kwik Fit at No. 1 to

Barnes and Noble at No. 10. (Yes, Amazon was there, at No. 2.)

A slight article, not without interest, which would, however, have been

much improved by a discussion of the methodology employed.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2304

Customer relationship management Ð Hype or reality?
I. Wilson

EXAMPLE. International Journal of Customer Relations Management

(UK), Vol. 3, No. 1, p.57 (5pp)

Claims that a total CRM solution is major and expensive, but insists that

the technology to deliver it is secondary to the necessary organisational

mindset: failure to realise this is behind the small number of

implementations. Recalls Peppers and Rogers'de®nition of four key

concepts: identify customers; differentiate customers; interact

progressively with customers; customise behaviour. Indicates how Royal

Bank of Scotland is attempting to meet these criteria Ð starting with the

creation of a single customer-facing database. Notes a requirement for

three speci®c tools: a campaign management system; data-mining tools

(SAS being the one used by the bank); management information delivery

systems to desk-tops. Identi®es key marketing elements: customer contact

rules; customer value analysis; propensity scoring; risk pro®ling; channel

usage; contact history. Reveals that the bank's prime objectives were cost

savings and marketing ef®ciency.

Packs a good deal of sound sense into a commendably short space. But to

undertake CRM in order to save costs and/or to optimise marketing

ef®ciency is to miss the point of what marketing in the new millennium is

all about.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2305

CRM in intermediated ®nancial services markets
M. Stone and V. Mason

THEORETICAL. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 5, No.

1, p. 61 (12pp)

Takes as example the case of an insurer selling to the customers of a bank,

where the insurer is regarded as the `partner' of the bank. Discusses whether

CRM, RBS

CRM,
intermediation,
®nancial services
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and how such insurers can conduct CRM systems with the insured. Indicates

that in some such partnerships the insurer has an exclusive relationship with

its partner; in other cases it may simply be one member of a panel used by the

bank. Describes the role of the customer database, the insurer's method of

building same, and the types of analyses employed (age, household income,

family structure, length of residence, creditworthiness, geodemographics)

to enable the insurer's call centre to apply rules for up-sell and cross-sell.

Deals with the sharing of customer knowledge between partners, the data

protection implications of this, and how these can be handled. Provides

arguments for and against sharing customer information. Concludes that

CRM can be (and has been) successfully achieved within an intermediated

environment; with the increase in joint ventures this is important.

Emphasises that analyses must be repeated regularly so as to keep current Ð

since customers change over time.

Worth attention from all manner of companies selling goods or services

through an intermediary.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2306

Retail ®nancial services: Transaction to relationship marketing
N. Alexander and M. Colgate

SURVEY. European Journal of Marketing (UK), Vol. 34, No. 8, p. 938

(16pp)

Notes the growth of relationship marketing among retailers, and lists

some problem areas. In particular, retailers of high-value, high-

involvement products cannot expect frequent customer interaction; those

with low-value products cannot expect a high level of customer

commitment. Contrasts this position with that of banks, where customers

are more likely to want, and to have, a close relationship. Suggests that

the provision of ®nancial services may therefore help retailers to build

relationships Ð but it is risky since it may create hard-to-ful®l

expectations. Looks at the long history of retail ®nancial services in such

areas as store cards, insurance, credit, etc, leading to mortgages, loans,

current accounts. Recounts a postal survey conducted among 259 leading

retailers in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland and the UK, with a 29 per

cent response; the objective was to establish the relative importance of the

bene®ts believed obtainable from providing ®nancial services. Reports

that the provision of marketing data took ®rst place, with added pro®t

second, and the development of closer relationships third among seven

reasons. Looks also at the problems, such as lack of skills, distraction

from core business, etc. Suggests that the motivations, and the strategies

adopted, are complex and require careful consideration.

A readable and thought-provoking look at a growing trend. No answers,

but plenty to think about.

Research: **** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2307

Retailing, ®nancial
services, banks, CRM
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The big four banks: Dealing with the online challenge
G. Harris

SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 4, No. 4,

p. 296 (10pp)

Considers the implications for the Big Four UK retail banks of the growth

in online banking. Questions the prevailing opinion that most customers

will, in a short time-frame, opt for online banking, and that therefore the

Big Four must move to establish a strong presence online. Argues,

however, that it may well be dif®cult, and extremely expensive, for the

Big Four to obtain a large market share in online banking, whose growth

projections may in any case be greatly exaggerated. Suggests that the

convenience aspect of online banking may be equally met by telebanking.

Reviews current bank strategies, and suggests banks are underperforming,

especially in non-banking ®nancial services markets. Refers to the low

status of marketing in the banking world, and to the poor value offered by

the Big Four. Opines that the proper strategy for these banks is to con®ne

their online activities to offering such a service to those of their existing

customers who positively want to go online, and to concentrate their

investment funds on using their retail premises to provide the kind of

competitive extended ®nancial services that customers will continue to

prefer to buy face to face.

A very cool look at both the current performance of the UK banking

sector, and the prospects of online banking Ð an interesting contrast to

much currently accepted wisdom.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality:*** Readability: ***
Ref: 2308

Re¯ections on bank-customer interactions in the new millennium
B. Howcroft and M. Durkin

THEORETICAL. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 5,

No. 1, p. 9 (12pp)

Looks at the `cherry-picking' entry of new players into the banking ®eld,

resulting in increased competition and reductions in staff and branch

numbers. Looks at the arrival of telebanking, and now Internet banking,

and their adoption by traditional banks as a cost-saving solution. Quotes

Ernst & Young: `the key question is how does the customer ultimately

want to interact with the organisation'. Contends that this question can

only be answered in a variety of different contexts and behavioural

patterns. Claims that most bank websites are no more than electronic

brochures and quotes Baker's assertion that `bank marketing' is an

oxymoron. Virtual banking will ultimately be pro®table only through

offering value-added products/advice that the customer is known to want.

Emphasises the need for a change in bank culture. Lists customer needs

as cash accessibility, asset security, money transmission, deferred

payment and ®nancial advice. Looks at the place of personal/remote

service in each of these contexts, and at the value of each type of service

to the bank itself.

Banking, ®nancial
services, Internet,
telebanking

Banking, technology,
telebanking, Internet
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This article is, as the title proclaims, a series of re¯ections rather than

answers, but a valuable collection nonetheless.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2309

Unbundling the corporation
J. Hagel III and M. Singer

ANALYTICAL. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2000, No. 3, p. 148 (13pp)

Looks at the effect of electronic networks in reducing interaction costs;

alleges that this is creating a climate for rapid and dramatic corporate

reorganisation. Distinguishes three types of business: a customer

relationship business, a product innovation business and an infrastructure

business. Points out that many companies Ð exempli®es banks, retailers

Ð contain all three types of business. Maintains that these three types

characteristically have different and con¯icting interests: the ®rst aims to

maximise scope, offering as many products and services as possible; the

second tries to maximise speed to market; and the third to maximise

scale. Holds that, as interaction costs fall, companies must ask which type

of business they are in, and concentrate on that, outsourcing the other

types, since otherwise specialist concerns will overtake them. Considers

`organisational fault lines' in the (US) newspaper industry, banking,

pharmaceuticals and Web companies such as Yahoo! and Amazon Ð all

driving towards unbundling.

The author's `interaction costs' are the familiar transaction costs of

Coasean economics, and the principle is well understood, at least at a

theoretical level. Its speci®c effects in creating `fracture lines' in existing

corporations are interestingly worked out.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2310

Direct marketing in the UK: Trials and tribulations
S. Mitchell

SURVEY. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 17 (11pp)

Asserts the need for a de®nition of direct marketing. Quotes alternative

de®nitions from a wide range of authorities in the USA and the UK,

together with criticisms of each. Divides up a number of these authorities

according to whether their de®nitions present direct marketing as a

strategic or a tactical activity, and relationship or transaction based.

Eventually suggests that perhaps direct marketing is poorly de®ned by

writers precisely because it is not a stable and coherent entity and is

poorly de®ned in reality. Concludes that direct marketing is an ever-

changing business philosophy, with, therefore, an ever-changing

de®nition; quotes extensively from Tempest in support. Finally offers own

de®nition.

An almost comprehensive round up (but it fails to mention the de®nition

Unbundling,
outsourcing,
interaction costs

Direct marketing,
de®nitions
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given by Ross in the booklet Direct Marketing written for FEDMA, which

is shorter and better than any quoted). The author's own de®nition is a

damp squib.

Research: *** Practice: * Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2311

Thoughts on RFM scoring
J. R. Miglautsch

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 67

(6pp)

Notes the purpose of RFM scoring as the prediction of future behaviour,

driving better segmentation decisions. Emphasises the need for a dynamic

system, to keep pace with changing database data. Introduces the most

common method Ð the quintile method of creating ®ve equal groups of

customers for each of the three criteria measured, and allocating a score

of 1±5 to the members of each group, giving 125 equal segments.

Discusses the disadvantages of this method, which does not always

distinguish between customers with vastly different good buying habits

and tends to break apart those with poor buying habits. Discusses a more

sophisticated behaviour quintile scoring, which gives better segmentation

but is more complex to implement. Looks at treatment of `hot-line'

names. Considers weighting systems for R, F and M.

For those who lack the data to run more sophisticated modelling systems

(or who simply think these represent overkill), this is a most

comprehensive study of RFM concepts and methodologies.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2312

Recommendation agents on the Internet
D. Iacobucci, P. Arabie and A. Bodapati

STATISTICAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 2

(10pp)

Criticises the `intelligent agents' used by ISPs (retailers and information

search engines) as performing poorly, and being programmed primitively,

atheoretically and ad hoc, without adequate reference to the `enormous

academic literature on the statistical modelling of this class of problems'.

Examines problems of similarity indices and cluster analysis

methodology. Advocates use of Jaccard's coef®cient for measuring

similarity. Describes four types of clustering algorithm Ð single-link

clustering, complete-link clustering, the bond energy approach and the K-

means technique. Looks also at content-based analyses of product

similarities and at af®liative networks of consumers.

This article's practical value is for statistical modellers, but it can be read

with interest by general marketers who are prepared to be a little

stretched.

Direct mail, recency/
frequency/monetary,
scoring

Internet, agents,
cluster analysis,
modelling, similarity
indices
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Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 2313

Building predictive models for direct mail: A framework for choosing
training and test data
T. Breur and L. Paas

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 9

(8pp)

De®nes the goal of predictive data-mining models as the selection of the

most responsive prospects. Asserts all modelling techniques require the

de®nition of a dependent, or target, variable, and an array of independent,

or predictive, variables. Maintains that there is little research on which

data to use as a target variable. Claims there are three obvious options:

response to direct mail campaigns, product acquisition data, and data on

expressed interest. Accepts that actual response data are most reliable, but

holds that they may be dif®cult and expensive to obtain. Claims that a

random test mailing to a database may pull a response as low as 0.5 per

cent, and that with different modelling techniques requiring a minimum

of 100±250 responses then mailings up to 20,000 may be required.

(Argues that a random sample is essential, since otherwise the model

derived has become censored, and cannot be generalised to the whole

database population.) Considers the drawback to reliance on product

acquisition data is that this confounds solicited and unsolicited

acquisition; interest data in turn are a poor predictor of purchase.

Moreover, using either product or interest data makes it impossible to

predict actual response rates. Suggests a hybrid approach where a large

random sample is not available Ð namely the building of a model on

product acquisition or interest data, subsequently validated by a small

random mailing.

The discussion on modelling is interesting, but the implied underlying

database situation in which the discussion takes place (evidently in the

®nancial sector) is primitive, giving some of the effect of using a

micrometer to measure the circumference of the earth.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 2314

Deciding to recruit only donors with high lifetime values
T. Masters

THEORETICAL, WITH EXAMPLE. International Journal of Nonpro®t and

Voluntary Sector Marketing (UK), September 2000, p. 241 (7pp)

Suggests that many charities have a `high recruitment, low donor value'

strategy for direct marketing fundraising. Claims that a charity recruiting

mainly cash donors must bring in 25±30 per cent new donors each year to

replace lapses; those attracting regular givers still need 13 per cent

additions each year Ð just to stand still. Indicates that most charities

recruit at an immediate loss, recouping this by repeated donations over

Direct mail,
modelling, data
mining

Fundraising,
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recruitment, lifetime
value
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time. Points out that the 35±40 per cent of cash donors who give once

only are costing their charity money, while up to 25±35 per cent of

regular givers give such small sums that little value accrues. Claims that

lifetime value can be assessed accurately only six months after

recruitment, but points out that the greatest expenditure takes place prior

to recruitment: therefore segmentation of prospects pre-promotion is

essential. Quotes from example, in which geodemographic and lifestyle

data were found of little value, but results were obtained from electoral

register data, using household composition and length of residence.

Shows how these data were used to predict a combination of high

response and high lifetime value, eliminating up to 50 per cent of the

charity's usual mailing ®le. Suggests that these ®ndings have serious

implications for overall strategy, which should perhaps change to one of

lower recruitment volumes with higher lifetime values.

A thoroughly well-argued thesis, which has potential implications for any

organisation recruiting from cold lists. (See also NSPCC case study in

this issue, p 256)

Research: *** Practice: **** Originality: *** Readability: ****
Ref: 2315

Building e-support for cause-related marketing through strategic
alliances
L. J. Harrison-Walker and K. M. Williamson

SURVEY. International Journal of Nonpro®t and Voluntary Sector

Marketing (UK), September 2000, p. 248 (12pp)

Asserts that American public sentiment towards large corporations is

declining while appreciation of cause-related programmes (commercial

activity in which for-pro®t and not-for-pro®t organisations partner each

other for mutual advantage) is increasing. Quotes research regarding

impact on consumers and on for-pro®t employees. Gives some examples

of such partnerships. Holds that long-term partnerships produce the most

advantages for both parties. Considers fundraising on the Internet, and

particularly the rise of charity shopping malls or portals. Looks also at

direct links from charity websites to speci®c retailers Ð and vice versa Ð

and at online charity auctions. Discusses the bene®ts and drawbacks of

electronic fundraising: bene®ts include much lower costs of solicitation,

interactivity with donors, and 24 3 365 access; drawbacks include high

cost of website experts, lack of personal interaction, and consumer

reluctance to give credit card details to a charity. Indicates dif®culty in

driving traf®c to a charity website. Looks at issues of cannibalisation and

how to go about setting up a partnership. Suggests areas for further

research.

Although written from the point of view of a charity, this article is also

highly relevant to possible (and actual) commercial partners of charities.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2316

Fundraising,
charities, Internet,
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The art of the ask: Maximising verbal compliance in telefundraising
L. L. Simmel and P. D. Berger

CASE STUDY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 12

(28pp)

Indicates a desire to explore the effects of different techniques used in

telefundraising. Concentrates on three interrelated elements: use or non-

use of `How are you?' in caller's initial speech; use of statement or of

question in formulating initial ask for donation; presence or absence of

attempt to elicit reasons for initial refusal before making second ask.

Indicates in great detail structure of test, hypotheses being tested,

methodology employed and results obtained, together with signi®cance

levels. Concludes that ultimate pledge rates are higher where reasons for

initial refusal are not sought; that the two alternative ways of formulating

an ask make no signi®cant difference; that the use of `How are you?' is

counterproductive. Cautions that the type of appeal used in the study (a

college approaching non-donor alumni) may have affected outcomes.

An inordinately lengthy exposition, with massive references, which is not

in itself greatly enlightening. But it does suggest a methodology for

testing telemarketing approaches more generally, and as such is of

interest.

Research: **** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 2317

M-commerce: An operator's manual
N. Barnett, S. Hodges and M. J. Wilshire

TECHNICAL. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2000, No. 3, p. 163 (11pp)

Notes the huge growth, actual and likely, in mobile telephony and

considers how wireless operators are best placed to pro®t. Distinguishes

seven links in the m-commerce value chain, from maintenance and

operation of the infrastructure to content aggregation and the supply of

portals. Notes that mobile operators have the skills to compete at all

levels in the value chain, but cautions that this would be unwise, both lest

they spread themselves too thin and because in some areas established

players have large advantages. Discusses the pros and cons for operators

of competing at each stage. Also gives run-down of the differences

between ®rst-, second- and third-generation WAP technology, with some

idea of timescales.

A usefully educational look at the world of WAP, and its likely

development, for those not already familiar.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2318

Me.com offensive
A. Saunders

JOURNALISTIC. Management Today (UK), October 2000, p. 82 (3pp)

Fundraising,
telemarketing

Mobiles,
m-commerce, WAP
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Reviews the likely future of me-commerce Ð mobile e-commerce

personalised to the user's location and requirements. Quotes industry

specialists who expect mobile to be the biggest thing in the market ever.

Considers the danger of direct-to-phone promotions becoming another

¯ood of unwanted junk advertising; suggests that promotions will be opt-

in and permission based, but feels that existing experience with spam

causes doubts. Asks how much control people will be prepared to give to

electronic gizmos. Looks at the current position of WAP technology,

which is slow, con®ned to a tiny monochrome screen, lacks graphics and

is incompatible with most websites. Asserts that mobile networks have as

yet no structure for secure payment, or agreement on what the structure

should be based on. Concludes that me-commerce is still some way off,

but will happen.

A mobile phone that will answer questions when asked is one thing; a

mobile phone which impertinently suggests answers to non-questions is

altogether another.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2319

What is the Internet's impact on direct marketing today and
tomorrow?
H. R. Wientzen

JOURNALISTIC. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 3,

p. 74 (5pp)

Looks at current US concerns over taxation on the Internet, unsolicited

bulk e-mail, and privacy. Notes the appointment in 1998 of the Internet

Tax Commission, due to present recommendations to Congress in 2000.

Refers to the (US) DMA's e-mail preference service, and its opposition to

a legislative ban on unsolicited e-mail. Indicates the plethora of state bills

on privacy issues, including a particularly contentious one in California

Ð as well as threats of federal legislation. Notes an ongoing independent

survey of consumer websites and the degree of their commitment to

privacy statements. Holds that successful e-commerce depends on ease (a

technology problem), ubiquity (which is coming) and trust Ð a marketing

issue familiar, above all, to direct marketers. Maintains that these

problems are not for the USA only but universal.

Published as excerpts from a 1999 speech by the (US) DMA president and

CEO. Speci®c items have moved on, but the issues have not gone away.

Europeans will note with interest the similarities, and differences, of US

experience.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2320

E-commerce, mobile
phones, WAP
technology

Internet, taxation,
spam, privacy
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The identi®cation of inbound call center agents' competencies that
are related to callers' repurchase intentions
M. C. F. Pontes and C. O'B. Kelly

ANALYTICAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 41

(9pp)

Seeks to identify a relationship between a call-centre agent's competence

(as measured online by an expert) and the stated level of intention to

repurchase by customers handled by that agent. Indicates how customers'

intentions were collected in each of two successive years. Lists criteria

used to judge agents' competencies. Shows how repurchase intentions

increased in year two for each agent present in both surveys, and how

they varied between agents. Indicates the relative importance of different

competencies in overall, and individual, results. Suggests need for further

study as integration of websites and call centres takes hold.

A modestly interesting exercise which suggests possible further extension.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2321

Should your channels be your partners?
D. Peppers and M. Rogers

JOURNALISTIC. Sales and Marketing Management (US), Vol. 152, Part 3,

p. 39 (2pp)

Holds that there is no `best' form of channel management, but that long-

term partnerships creating an `extended enterprise' may ®t some

circumstances. Instances a partnership between a software company and its

resellers, with the former taking equity positions in the latter as well as

employing its own salesforce. Gives a contrary instance of a furniture

manufacturer which has created its own e-commerce website as well as its

own retail stores while still retaining its normal retail approach through

resellers. Suggests the key lies in analysing and re-evaluating one's

customer base and deciding what new channels, if any, may be appropriate.

A very slight piece with nothing surprising to say, but with two interesting

cases to relate.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2322

Launching an e-business: A survival guide
E. Strout

JOURNALISTIC. Sales and Marketing Management (US), Vol. 152, Part 7,

p. 88 (9pp)

Quotes from a study by consulting ®rm Tower Perrin: 87 per cent of 300

companies agreed that key managers lacked e-skills and insights, and 59

per cent reckoned their business culture was a barrier Ð people, not

strategy, were the concern. Says some companies have `e-days' to look at

competitiors' sites, learn the vocabulary and ask questions, before starting

Call centres

Channel
management,
e-commerce

E-commerce,
e-business, Internet
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to devise a strategy. Distinguishes between e-business (interacting with

the customer throughout the sales cycle) and e-commerce (selling on the

Net). Recommends hard consideration of what new entrants wish to use

the Net for. Recommends four steps for survival: de®ne what e-business

means for your company; determine objectives, goals and strategy;

communicate the plan to employees; do not take risks. Advises that e-

business time is extremely compressed, and that this speed of activity

inevitably brings errors: this necessitates extensive testing periods.

Acceptable if unexciting advice for beginners.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2323

The duel for the doorstep
H. Bhise, D. Farrell, H. Miller, A Vanier and A. Zainulbhai

SURVEY. The McKinsey Quarterly, 2000, No. 2, p. 33 (9pp)

Asserts that e-tailers have a more dif®cult ful®lment job than traditional

retailers: in particular they have to integrate online orders and returns with

of¯ine ones, while also delivering small orders economically. Points out

that in the e-tail world goods can no longer be despatched to a shop by the

pallet-load. Lists four main challenges of online ful®lment: controlling

customer data; integrating online and of¯ine orders; delivering goods cost-

effectively; and handling returns. Points out that outsourcing delivery

arrangements may allow shippers to acquire knowledge they can use to

compete with retailers. Opines that no leading retailer has yet achieved

total integration and automation of online and of¯ine orders, which will

eventually be essential. States that most e-tailers ship within 48 hours, with

(US) delivery in two to three days. But notes the problem of `the dark

house'. Looks at the problem of returns (value equals 11 per cent of

revenue), and the negative feelings caused by unnecessary dif®culties in

returning. Suggests the e-tailers fall into three categories: outsourcers,

selective builders, and integrators. Asserts an enormous opportunity exists

for specialist ful®lment houses; maintains 10,000 orders a day are needed

to support an investment of $70m in order processing plus a warehouse of 1

million square feet, while household penetration of 10±15 per cent is

required to justify a delivery system within an area.

An admirably clear exposition of the problems, with some practical

pointers towards solutions. (And I can remember when packaging was

designed for one-way-only travel: perhaps I should forget that now.) See

also James Woudhuysen's paper in this issue, p. 219

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ****
Ref: 2324

Netting business
M. Broatch

JOURNALISTIC. NZ Business (NZ), May 2000, p. 16 (3pp)

Ful®lment,
e-commerce,
delivery
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Interviews John Wooding, owner of website design company N4B.com in

New Zealand. Records that Wooding, after two-and-a-half years in the

business, is a paper millionaire who has developed websites for A. C.

Nielsen, CNN, the Wall Street Journal and others. Notes that he has

developed his own software and will eventually rent it out. States that he

works with sub-contractors, both companies and individuals, being

himself a conduit between `the geeks' and business. Claims his system

allows other-language versions of a site to be added on the ¯y for only

US$3,000, but adds that the translation itself is not done by software,

because `language ain't no algorithm'. Advises those who can afford to

do so to wait, since website prices will drop through the ¯oor in a year or

so, but that when one does get in, it should be with a site that does

something Ð unlike the 11±12,000 sites in New Zealand which are no

more than brochures.

An attractive picture of an interesting man, worth reading for the sake of

one or two memorable quotes.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 2325

How we went digital without a strategy
R. Semler

CASE STUDY. Harvard Business Review (US), September/October 2000,

p. 51 (6pp)

The owner of a $160m South American company relates the principles on

which this free-wheeling enterprise is run. His employees (1,300 of them)

`choose what they do, where and when they do it, and even how they get

paid'. Discloses that the company has gone in ten years from pure

manufacturer into servicing its own products, servicing other products,

facilities management, property management, Web-enabled inventory

control, and ownership of a Web portal for the South American

construction industry. Claims that the company runs on the principle of

management without control, and offers six principles with examples of

how they work for Senco: forget about the top line; never stop being a

start-up; do not be a nanny; let talent ®nd its place; make decisions

quickly and openly; partner promiscuously. Concludes sadly that in much

of the new e-world traditional models are beginning to reassert their

hegemony Ð predictable, sad and unnecessary. Offers list of 11 methods

of staff remuneration, plus permutations.

It sounds like an exciting company to work for, as most new start-ups are

Ð but this is no start-up. It reads like the acceptable face of the state of

perpetual revolution that Mao wanted, but could not maintain against the

forces of conservatism.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: **** Readability: ****
Ref: 2326
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Creating the most frightening company on earth
D. L. Coutu

JOURNALISTIC. Harvard Business Review (US), September/October 2000,

p. 143 (7pp)

The author interviews Andy Law of St Luke's advertising agency, who

explains the principles that lie behind his company's rise from a standing

start in 1995 to a predicted $4.36m pro®t before tax in 2000. Holds that

much of business Ð including dot coms Ð wastes talent through old-

fashioned conventional ideas of management. States that the agency

receives 100 job applications a week; the average applicant goes through

seven interviews. Describes the company as being in a state of constant

introspection, and being constantly reinvented. Holds that creativity arises

from continuous destabilisation Ð of the physical workplace, of job

functions Ð and from communal criticism and recording and replaying of

successes and failures. Outlines the principle of total co-ownership.

For a ®ve-year-old British company to rate an interview in the Harvard

Business Review is quite a coup. If some aspects of the company sound to

you like a vision of hell Ð well they must be doing something right.

Research: Ð Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 2327
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